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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the researcher presents research background, research 

problems, research objectives, scope and limitation, research significance, and 

definition of the key terms. 

I.I Research Background 

In the sense of learning any language, acquiring its vocabulary is essential 

to do in the first step. It takes a big role for learners in acquiring a new language 

(Cameron, 2001). In addition, when learners are eager to master all of the 

language skills, they must master the vocabulary first. Nation (2001) says, 

“Learning vocabulary items plays a vital role in all language skills (i.e. listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing)”. It is very helpful for learners to perfectly master 

their English skill. It means that without learning vocabulary, it is impossible to 

communicate using the language. McCarthy (1990: 140) states that 

communication in the second language is not just going to happen without 

vocabulary. It can be said that mastering vocabulary leads the learners to the 

successful in L2 communication. Second-language acquisition depends greatly on 

a strong vocabulary development (Alqahtani, 2015). He further explains that 

“vocabulary knowledge is often viewed as a critical tool for second language 

learners because a limited vocabulary in a second language impedes successful 

communication”.  

People are able to communicate easily each other when they have 

mastered English vocabulary. They do not have to worry about having 
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grammatical errors as long as they have many words to express, and they 

understand the conversation. It means that we must have thousands of words in 

mind to express the language. It is easier than remembering any grammar formula. 

In fact, many students are still having problems in learning vocabulary in 

term of linguistic aspect. Rohmatillah (2014) in her research found that the first 

semester students of English Education Department at IAIN who took vocabulary 

class still faced various problems or difficulties in vocabulary learning. Another 

research conducted by Rahman (2016) has proven that there are still many 

students who need to learn more about vocabulary. He found that second grade 

students of SMPN 19 Mataram still faced the problems or difficulties in 

vocabulary mastery, they were (a) difficulties in understanding the meaning of 

words, (b) difficulties in spelling and (c) other difficulties such as identifying 

noun-adjective vocabulary and making translation.  

There are some alternative solutions to solve students’ problems to make 

learning vocabulary easier.  Firstly, they need to do some fun activities like 

playing vocabulary games, watching English movies or other activities to make 

them easy to remember words and the meaning. Learners need to use fun activity 

in learning vocabulary to provide them with effective learning (Bavi, 2018). 

Secondly, reading books or journals can also help them enrich their vocabulary. 

Matsuoka & Hirsh (2010) suggest that students need to use such texts with an 

extensive reading program and other forms of language rich input to promote 

vocabulary development.  They explain that students will have good vocabulary 
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mastery if they do reading more often. It is because they will find some new 

words in the textbook, and they have to understand their meaning.  

Furthermore, based on the writer’s preliminary observation during 

internship program at SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Malang in September 2018, it was 

found that many students experienced linguistic problems in learning vocabulary. 

Therefore, the writer aims to investigate students’ linguistic problems in learning 

vocabulary in that school. This study is different from other studies since it also 

analyzes the solutions from the students. It means that this study is not only 

analyzing the linguistic problems and the causes, but also, the solutions of the 

vocabulary problems from the students’ side.  

1.2 Research Problems 

According to research background above, the problems are formulated as 

follows: 

1. What linguistic problems do the students face in learning vocabulary in SMA 

Muhammadiyah 1 Malang? 

2. What causes the students’ problems in learning vocabulary in SMA 

Muhammadiyah 1 Malang? 

3. What are the solutions to solve the students’ problems in learning vocabulary 

in SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Malang? 

1.3 Research Objectives 

Based on the research problems above, the purposes of the study are: 

1. To investigate students’ linguistic problems in learning vocabulary in SMA 

Muhammadiyah 1 Malang 
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2. To know the causes of students’ problems in learning vocabulary in SMA 

Muhammadiyah 1 Malang 

3. To describe the solutions to solve the students’ problems in learning 

vocabulary in SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Malang 

1.4 Scope and Limitation 

The scope of this study is on linguistic problems in learning vocabulary 

which are pronunciation, spelling, length and complexity, grammar, meaning, 

range, connotation, and idiomatic. Meanwhile, this study is limited to the 

linguistic problems faced by the twelfth grade students of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 

Malang in the school year 2019/2020 in learning vocabulary. Convenience 

selection was exemplified since the researcher was granted to observe only the 

class of XII grade. 

1.5 Research Significance  

The results of this study are expected to give beneficial contributions for 

some parties: 

1. For English teachers; it is expected that the result of this study will be useful in 

improving and developing students’ vocabulary by knowing the difficulties 

they faced by the students in learning vocabulary. 

2. For students; it is hoped that the result of this study will be able to help 

students to be more interested in learning vocabulary and solve their problems 

in learning vocabulary. 
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3. For future researchers; this study can be used as a reference and information 

about students’ difficulties in learning vocabulary to conduct similar further 

research.  

1.6 Definition of the Key Terms 

The following definitions of key terms are intended to clarify the meaning of 

the terms: 

1. Linguistic Problem: linguistics is the science of language, including the 

sounds, words, and grammar rules (Shahhoseiny, 2013). In this study, 

linguistic problem is the problem that deals with the structure of language 

such as: pronunciation, spelling, meaning, grammar and the language use. 

2. Academic Vocabulary: it refers to words that appear in texts across 

several disciplines or academic domains (Baumann & Graves, 2010). In this 

study, academic vocabulary refers to the vocabulary used in the teaching 

learning process at school. 

3. Vocabulary Learning: vocabulary learning is the basis of language and 

without vocabulary, one cannot learn any language; it is the knowledge of 

words (Ahmadi, 2012).  It is the activity of the students to get some now 

words when they learn English. 


